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the true treasure of the European Project” 

IE paper received the EU Altiero Spinelli Prize for Outreach
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Editorial
IE Management Dear members,

For some of us, summer started right at the Brandenburg Gate, where the 
European Cultural Heritage Summit took place. This key event of the European 
Year of Cultural Heritage (EYCH) culminated in the Berlin Call to Action, including 
the demand that “special attention must be given to history education and 
heritage interpretation placed in a broader context of Europe’s past, present and 
future”. You all can sign the Call!

Only the day before we also highlighted this in Brussels when IE’s study paper, 
Engaging citizens with Europe’s cultural heritage, was awarded the Altiero 
Spinelli Prize. Furthermore, we contributed to meetings about the Voices of 
Culture Dialogue on Inclusion and the New European Agenda for Culture. The 
latter has recently been introduced by the European Commission, announcing an 
Action Plan for Cultural Heritage for the second half of the year which was topped 
by a dedicated speech which the Commission’s President, Jean Claude Juncker, 
gave at the recent EYCH Conference of the European Parliament. Together with 
all our partners in the EYCH Stakeholder Committee and the European Heritage 
Alliance, we are happy to keep ourselves busy with further advancing this 
dynamic development.

There was also much going on within the interpretive community and within IE 
itself. NAI, the National Association for Interpretation (USA), held its International 
Conference in Reims, France, which gave some of us the opportunity to meet old 
friends and meritorious colleagues. Speaking about meritorious colleagues, we 
wholeheartedly thank all our 24 coordinators whose two-year agreements ended 
on 31 March. Most of them decided to renew their agreements and many new 
country coordinators also signed up, allowing us to consider more international 
activities within European regions. 14 trainer trainees attended our Certified 
Interpretive Trainer (CIT) course in Kraków, Poland, and we are very grateful to 
MIK (the Małopolska Institute of Culture) who did a splendid job as our organising 
partner. All our trainers will not just run IE courses but also contribute to our 
network by offering IE webinars to other members.

We continue to search for members who are ready to support our managing, 
subject or country teams, right now especially in IT, research, design or news. If 
you feel you would like to be part of IE’s dynamic development by volunteering in 
these or other areas, please find an overview on our teams and get in touch at 
www.interpret-europe.net/contact.

It is a pleasure to accompany you with all these good news stories into the 
second half of the year and first of all into a nice summertime. Europe is so rich in 
natural and cultural heritage sites and we might not need to travel too far to meet 
colleagues from other countries and to hear about their ideas. Use our Facebook 
closed group page for members to make your arrangements – and then enjoy!

Thorsten Ludwig and Markus Blank
Managing Directors

https://www.estc-icip2018.org/
https://www.estc-icip2018.org/
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Thoughts
Nicole Deufel
(Germany)

Why we need a clear stance in interpretation  

Multivocality – representing multiple perspectives on a heritage aspect – is 
often used in an attempt to deliver neutral interpretation. Since we cannot 
actually provide neutrality, we must state clearly where we stand. 

Multivocality is increasingly becoming accepted practice in heritage 
interpretation. However, some believe that such multivocality means being as 
nearly neutral as is possible. The idea behind this view is still that neutrality is the 
goal we are trying to achieve in interpretation in the first place.

It is not. It cannot be our goal, for two reasons. For one, neutrality in any guise 
is an illusion. We as individuals, and the historically evolved institutions we work 
at, always have a bias. Our bias may not be intentional. It may be tied to an 
inescapable fact about ourselves, like class or race, which we have not chosen. 
And still, at least for the time being, this fact puts us in a different and likely 
privileged position in relation to other people. Pretending that we can achieve 
neutrality through including other voices is therefore to mask the reality of 
inequality in our society, and the power relations that underpin it. 

The second reason why neutrality, if it did exist, could not – and should not 
– be our goal is because the cultural institutions that use interpretation have a 
duty to be agents in our societies. That museums, for example, should make 
an impact has been part of the idea of museums since they first opened their 
doors to ‘educate’ the public. Now we’ve taken this further, to aim for and claim 
impacts, such as social inclusion and justice, delivered not in the least through 
interpretation. These impacts, however, cannot be achieved through a supposed 
neutrality. As Holocaust survivor Elie Wiesel said in his acceptance speech for 
the Nobel Peace Prize in 1986, “Neutrality helps the oppressor, never the victim” 
(Wiesel 1986). 

Race exhibition, 
Minneapolis, USA - “How 
does skin colour privilege 
some and hurt others?”
(Photos: Banks)
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However, if we take a stance, does that not pass judgment on all other views 
we present in multivocal interpretation? For all I have laid out above, my answer 
is, No. On the contrary: by positioning ourselves we achieve much-needed 
transparency. Transparency is about being honest and taking the democratic 
exchange of views seriously. We no longer pretend that our own bias does not 
exist and did not influence our selection and presentation. Rather, by positioning 
ourselves we go some way to acknowledging our bias and making it possible for 
others to challenge us on it. 

In doing so, we also give more credit to all other perspectives that are being 
presented. This creates an environment that is better suited to real debate, for 
positioning ourselves within the interpretation provided signals that much of what 
people see, read and hear are expressions of different perspectives on reality. 
Our perspective is but one of those.

And so we come full circle. In clearly giving our perspective, we are also taking 
that first necessary step toward action within society and toward having an 
impact. We are clear about what we stand for and what changes we would like to 
affect. This may initiate a healthy debate or it may give guidance to others. Either 
way, it is the logical consequence to the realisation that neutrality does not exist. 

Reference:
Wiesel, E. 1986. ‘Acceptance Speech, Nobel Peace Prize’. https://www.
nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/peace/laureates/1986/wiesel-acceptance_en.html.

 
Nicole Deufel is a founding member of Interpret Europe and Vice President 
for Strategy for ICOMOS ICIP (The International Committee on Interpretation 
and Presentation of the International Council on Monuments and Sites). She 
holds a PhD in Heritage Studies and works as Head of Museums at the City of 
Oldenburg in Germany. 

Women’s suffrage 
interpretation, UK - 
“The idealised woman”
(Photos: Banks)
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IE activities
Altiero Spinelli Prize received

IE Managing Director Thorsten Ludwig received the European Union’s 
Altiero Spinelli Prize from the initiator of the Prize, Luigi Morgano. The 
Award Ceremony took place in the House of European History in Brussels.

In the presence of the Vice President of the European Parliament, Mairead 
McGuinness, the Director General for Education, Youth, Culture and Sport, 
Themis Christophidou, and several Members of the European Parliament, Luigi 
Morgano explained the background of the Prize which was named after one of 
the founding fathers of the European Union.

The Prize includes a grant of €50,000 which will be transferred directly to 
Interpret Europe’s funds. It has been awarded for the study paper, Engaging 
citizens with Europe’s cultural heritage, which resulted from volunteer work of 
several members undertaken in June 2017 in preparation for the 2018 European 
Year of Cultural Heritage.

The paper suggests that the relevance of the European idea should depend 
not so much on economic ups and downs but on the heritage that we share 
and embrace. For that reason, Europe’s heritage should be considered the true 
treasure of the European project. If citizens are encouraged to experience and 
understand the heritage where events actually happened, and to interpret it in 
a way that fosters Europe’s shared values, this can help to meet many of the 
cultural challenges Europe is currently facing. 

The paper can be downloaded from www.interpret-europe.net/material. 
Single printed copies can be ordered at www.interpret-europe.net/contact.

We are very happy about winning this Prize, which is an acknowledgement of 
the work many of us have done over recent years. The Prize encourages us 
in our role of serving all who use first-hand experiences to give natural and 
cultural heritage a deeper meaning, it increases the interest of other stakeholder 
organisations in heritage interpretation – and, of course, it provides considerable 
financial support to continue our work.

IE Management

https://www.estc-icip2018.org/
https://www.estc-icip2018.org/
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IE interview 

Find out more about the people behind the IE paper which was written on 
a voluntary basis and ended up winning the EU’s 201� Altiero Spinelli Prize 
for Outreach.

In our series of monthly interviews posted on social media, we meet each time 
one of the key IE team members to help you get to know the faces behind the 
organisation. This time, instead of presenting one member, we highlighted a 
group effort from our members that resulted in the European Commission’s 2017 
‘Altiero Spinelli Prize for Outreach’ and we thought you might like to read more 
about it here. The Prize rewards outstanding contributions that communicate 
the EU – its founding values, history, action and key benefits – to wider society, 
enhance citizens’ understanding of the EU, broaden the ownership of the 
European project and build trust in the EU.

The study, Engaging citizens with Europe’s cultural heritage, won a first prize. 
The paper is a contribution from Interpret Europe to the European Year of 
Cultural Heritage (EYCH 2018). It briefly introduces the basic qualities of 
heritage interpretation, as well as some of the most recent findings about the 
wider European public, values and mental frames. Based on this review, it offers 
recommendations on how to engage citizens with Europe’s cultural heritage.

We asked IE´s Managing Director, Thorsten Ludwig, to tell us a bit more about 
the study, its findings and the award.

When and how did the idea arise to write a study on engaging citizens with 
Europe’s cultural heritage? 
The initial catalyst was a workshop that I ran in spring 2017 for the European 
Commission’s EYCH Task Force. It was about the relevance of values and 
mental frames and how heritage interpretation could include European aspects. 
We had just one day but the group found our approach very interesting and 
asked for some written information. A call for EU funding of EYCH-related 
projects was in the pipeline but it soon became clear that the timing would not 
coincide if we wanted to present the paper in time to prepare for the EYCH. So, 
we rolled up our sleeves and wrote the study on a voluntary basis.

Janja Sivec 
(Slovenia) & 
Thorsten Ludwig 
(Germany)
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The study is a group effort from IE members – How did the process of 
producing the paper unfold? 
We didn’t have much time, so I basically drafted the main text from the 
workshop presentation and passed it for comments and additions to Patrick 
Lehnes, our Cultural Heritage Coordinator, and Valya Stergioti, our Training 
Coordinator. In parallel, we sent out a call to all our members for contributions, 
especially examples of how heritage can be interpreted in a European context. 
Many members answered and within two weeks we received several relevant 
examples and included ten of them in the study. Throughout the process we 
also had some fruitful discussions which helped improve the study. Finally, 
Michael Glen proofread the text, Bettina Lehnes designed the cover, and we 
subsequently managed to complete the publication before the next meeting of 
the EYCH Stakeholder Committee. It’s not the first time that IE has pulled out all 
the stops to come up with a remarkable result in such a short time. It’s always 
exciting and really encouraging if our members contribute to such requests 
within a few days and I think this also impressed the Commission.

What is the basic idea of the paper and how is it actually rooted in IE? 
The basic idea relates to some aspects that we have discussed in IE since 
2015, when we began re-thinking the central role of personal meaning-making 
and how to involve ‘the audience’ more actively by supporting and facilitating 
their own interpretation. The first key event where we linked this to European 
challenges was our 2015 IE Conference in Kraków on ‘Sensitive heritage 
– sensitive interpretation’. Willem Derde presented a session on this subject; 
a workshop which, at that time, was rather poorly attended. Nevertheless, we 
continued working on it. With the debate about Brexit, the subject became 
even more relevant and it culminated in our 2016 IE Conference on ‘Heritage 
interpretation – for the Future of Europe’, where the focus was very much on 
citizenship involvement. It also featured in the ‘Call from Mechelen’ which asked 
our members “to re-engage with those ideals on which Europe is built” and to 
encourage citizens to “visit their heritage sites to reconsider what our shared 
European values mean to us”. In 2017, at the IE ‘Crossing borders’ Spring 
Event, in Prague, we discussed what might follow from this, especially for the 
basic qualities we promote in training. The Prague proceedings also included 
a long article on how to deal with populist movements. This actually turned out 
to be one of the most popular and debated parallel sessions. Finally, we added 
values and mental frames to the curricula of our trainer courses, as working with 
frames requires some responsibilities that IE trainers should be aware of. So, 
what I presented at the workshop in June 2017 in Brussels was basically the 
result of two years’ worth of exchanges. This also explains why the study was 
compiled in such a short time.   
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How does the study actually relate to the European Year of Cultural 
Heritage?
The Year focuses on activities covering four different fields. The first is 
engagement. We argue that it is important to look at cultural heritage not just 
as a source of income, as is often the case. Of course, prosperity is important 
but “Europe is no supermarket”, as Emmanuel Macron once said. The promise 
of a European cornucopia is not a valid foundation for European citizens who 
need to stand together in good times and bad, otherwise we will have to face the 
situation we now have in the UK more often. The relevance of Europe’s shared 
values does not depend on economic upturns, it relies on the heritage that we 
all share and embrace. Europe’s heritage is the true treasure of the European 
project and we are convinced that encouraging citizens to interpret this heritage 
in the context of Europe’s shared values is essential for a shared European 
future. This is what IE is communicating during the Year.

Although it is obvious that the paper has been well received at European 
level, what does it mean for practitioners at local sites? Do you expect 
them to now devise themes on Europe’s shared values for all guided walks, 
exhibitions, etc.?
They don’t necessarily need to turn them into themes, but they should consider 
it. The difference is that in the first case they would trigger debates on the subject 
which might suit some places (e.g. sites that have been awarded the European 
Heritage Label) but not the majority. Why? Because many of those taking part 
in interpretive activities may simply not want to be bothered with this. If I visit an 
old castle during my holidays, I don’t want to be taught about the relevance of 
citizenship building. However, the way that interpretive activities are arranged 
can either hinder or support Europe’s shared values. People can be encouraged 
to make up their own mind instead of listening to what someone is telling them, 
they can share their own experiences and build their own meanings. In other 
words, this is about supporting citizenship building without even mentioning 
the term. This way, we can review a range of our activities to find out whether 
they support ideas such as human dignity, equality and solidarity, etc. Heritage 
interpretation can offer the opportunity to practice these values at very different 
sites, again, without even mentioning them. Of course, this can mean challenging 
some of the practices we’ve used in our profession over the past decades.
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What has been done in terms of the outreach of the study? 
So far, the EYCH Task Force has distributed the paper to about 40 members 
of the EYCH Stakeholder Committee and to around 30 EYCH National 
Coordinators. The feedback has been really encouraging, although I’m sure 
that many didn’t have time to read all 50 pages. The fact that we received the 
Altiero Spinelli Prize, attended the Award Ceremony in Brussels with the Vice 
President of the European Parliament, Mairead McGuinness and the Director 
General for Education, Youth, Culture and Sport, Themis Christophidou, and had 
the opportunity to speak about the study at a panel during the European Cultural 
Heritage Summit in Berlin, will definitely increase interest. On the other hand, 
we must be aware that the paper being welcomed in Brussels is not sufficient 
outreach in itself. The paper’s actual value would be to inspire those who feel 
their work isn’t related to the European project. For example, by reaching 
thousands of smaller local sites or museums throughout Europe. To reach those 
practitioners also depends on people explaining this at regional or local level. 
About 25% of our members are active guides but I’m sure not all of them will take 
up the initiative on their own. This is why we made a special suggestion in the 
study to train young people as interpretive agents. Maybe we can convince the 
European Commission to include this in the European Action Plan for Cultural 
Heritage which is due to be discussed soon.

How can an award for outreach help in building communities? 
If we look at IE as ‘our community’, part of our first strategic goal is to encourage 
members to take responsibility within the network. Initiatives like developing 
the study contribute significantly to this, even without awards. Our ‘honours 
and accolades’ are simply to feel what we can achieve something together, 
to experience a clear purpose in our own activities, and to feel that they are 
independent from external funding and resulting obligations. These are key 
drivers of all volunteer work and most of the work of IE has to be done on a 
voluntary basis. However, the award itself does help build our community in at 
least two ways. Firstly, and very simply, it boosts our income at a time when 
we would like to offer our teams more opportunities to interact and to support 
our country coordinators in increasing the membership in their countries. For 
example, we now offer all of them to be trained as IE trainers. Secondly, the 
award increases our profile and our reputation at European level, so we might 
convince the cultural heritage community that heritage interpretation deserves 
more attention. Being accepted among the many other heritage stakeholder 
organisations in our specific role of reflecting upon ways to communicate, brings 
us closer to our mission of serving all who use first-hand experiences to give 
natural and cultural heritage a deeper meaning.
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Katherine Petrole 
(Greece)

‘Engaging Citizens’ webinar  

As a newer member of IE, the ‘Engaging Citizens’ webinar was not only a 
great introduction and refresher of interpretation principles to me, but a 
gateway into the newest research and resources available through IE. 

In this first webinar for members, I learned that the paper, Engaging citizens with 
Europe’s cultural heritage: How to make best use of the interpretive approach, 
is freely accessible online, serving as the foundation for this webinar which 
highlighted its main messages and encouraged the discovery of ‘European’ 
through heritage. 

Led by Thorsten Ludwig, this digital session reinforced concepts and extended 
learning beyond my ‘Interpretation for Natural and Cultural Heritage’ training 
with Valya Stergioti, supporting best interpretation practices by offering paths 
to deeper meaning for our target audiences by understanding their values and 
motivations. Multi-perspective approaches, participation, and community building 
were three key suggestions all interpreters can try including in our interpretation 
to foster a shared sense of European heritage. I specifically enjoyed the value 
map and value circle that can help identify universal values; these ideas will 
inspire and guide me when developing educational resources in honor of the 
European Year of Cultural Heritage (EYCH 2018) and beyond. 

The opportunity to listen, share, and ask questions to leaders in the IE 
community was a valuable experience, and one that I hope continues in the 
future with more thought-provoking webinars.

 
Katherine Petrole is the Steinmetz Family Foundation Museum Fellow at Corinth 
Excavations, in Ancient Corinth, Greece, which is part of the American School of 
Classical Studies at Athens. She can be contacted at: Katherine.petrole@gmail.
com.

Value Circle

Based on:
Schwartz, S. H. (1992) ‘Universals 
in the content and structure of 
values: theory and empirical tests 
in 20 countries’. In Advances in 
Experimental Social Psychology 
(Vol. 25). ed. by Zanna, M. 
New York: Academic Press: 1-65
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Patrick Lehnes 
(Germany)

Heritage interpreted by school students: HIMIS 
demonstrated that it works 

Young people rarely care about heritage. Why listen to experts talking 
about boring stuff? Four secondary schools across Europe chose 
a different way, assisting students to create their own interpretive 
programmes. 

The HIMIS project (Heritage Interpretation for Migrant Inclusion in Schools) 
– a project of which IE is an associate partner – developed a new approach to 
train and mentor school teachers aiming to foster the integration of migrants 
and to challenge exclusionary attitudes at host communities through heritage 
interpretation. 

During adolescence, young people are searching for their own identity; it is 
the age when questions of meaning become urgent for personal development: 
beliefs, customs, traditions that have been passed on by their families are 
challenged, radically by some, more subtly by others. The young people seek to 
find their place in the world, they long for orientation and meaningfulness.

Cultural heritage of the home town can offer valuable perspectives for this 
search for meaning. Heritage is about places, events, people or traditions that 
are, in one way or another, significant for contemporary citizens – otherwise it 
would not be considered ‘heritage’, but ‘old stuff’. A lot of heritage is connected 
with stories of achievements of extraordinary people. There are also stories 
about extraordinary situations that challenged ordinary people or of movements 
that fought for their ideals. Most of these stories touch emotions because they 
relate to deep values, and conflicts about such values. 

Polish students of 17 years of age at a Wrocław grammar school chose the site 
they wished to interpret themselves: the famous mediaeval town hall, which 
demonstrates the change of justice and rule of law during European history. They 
enacted trials in the old court hall leading to cruel punishments, which we would 
consider inhumane today. They invited students from other schools to participate 
in their programme, and the experiment worked: their audience of similar age 
engaged in the story. 

Students in Kerkaya, on the Greek island of Corfu, framed their heritage 
interpretation as a love story. At original historic sites they let their audience feel 
what social barriers meant in former times and what was gained by overcoming 
the restrictions of a traditional society. 

Students interpret past 
social order in a historic 
square in Kerkaya, Greece
(Photo: Seccombe)

https://www.estc-icip2018.org/
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Students at a school for vocational education at Anzio in Italy interpreted the 
relations between the ancient people of the Volsci and the Roman Empire. They 
showed how invasions, migrations and trade enriched the local culture and food. 

At all schools, students from local families worked together in teams with 
others whose parents or grandparents had migrated to the area. At a German 
comprehensive school, younger students (13 years old) formed a HIMIS 
project team: some with Turkish roots, some recently arrived Syrian refugees 
and Spanish labour migrants, together with German students. They explored 
the industrial history of their valley, from the cuckoo clock to high tech. They 
interpreted themes such as equal pay, migration in previous times, equality of 
men and women, social security and solidarity.

The HIMIS approach encouraged students to interpret the heritage of their local 
town from multiple perspectives of various local stakeholders. Teachers subtlely 
guided the thematic focus to historic incidents that resonated with those values 
that are crucial for an open inclusive society, the fundamental values stated in 
Article 2 of the Treaty on European Union: 
 The Union is founded on the values of respect for human dignity, 
 freedom, democracy, equality, the rule of law and respect for human
 rights, including the rights of persons belonging to minorities. These 
 values are common to the Member States in a society in which pluralism, 
 non-discrimination, tolerance, justice, solidarity and equality between 
 women and men prevail.

Exploring real stories from the past and putting oneself in the shoes of different 
people provoked debates and caused students to reflect upon their own value 
preferences. And that is the project’s aim: to strengthen the understanding and 
appreciation of these common values that are rooted in past experiences. HIMIS 
reduces vulnerability to the simple but divisive answers of populism or religious 
fundamentalism. For students with migration background, this experience makes 
integration in modern European societies easier – and that is also true for many 
from more traditional local backgrounds.

On 17 July 2018, the HIMIS Guidelines and materials for the teacher training 
course will be introduced at this conclusive conference at the University of 
Freiburg, at which IE Managing Director Thorsten Ludwig will also contribute.

Here you can also see videos of the first two school events.

Patrick Lehnes is a researcher at Freiburg University and works as an interpretive 
planner and author through his company, Lehnes contexte. He is IE’s Cultural 
Heritage Coordinator and is actively involved in the HIMIS project. He can be 
contacted at: patrick.lehnes@interpret-europe.net.  

Students enact a trial in 
Wrocław mediaeval town 
hall (Photo: Zespoł Szkół)

https://www.estc-icip2018.org/
https://www.estc-icip2018.org/
https://www.estc-icip2018.org/
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Training
Rawan Rabadi 
(Jordan) & 
Maria Fotias 
(Greece)  

Revelations in Elefsina!

Our email in-boxes were hopping with instructions, reminders, lists of 
objects to bring to the training, bibliography of background reading etc… 
Apprehension! Should we try to get out of it? No! We’ll dive right in. 

Early on a Monday morning, we are greeted by a smiling and open face. We are 
led to a sunny and comfortable room and told to relax and enjoy the trip! The 
same smiling face, in a calm and soothing voice, asks us in a very subtle manner 
to leave all our worries behind, take a deep breath, open wide all our senses, 
and then she blindfolds us!

A warm and strong hand grabs our arms and leads us to another world. A 
universe of the senses. She stays right beside us all through the journey, guiding 
us in a firm but soft voice that keeps the fear of the unknown at bay. The voice 
leads us through pedestrian streets, back alleys, ancient temples, interacting with 
other people – as we gather from the voices around us – but strangely enough, 
we feel comfortable and safe. As we all stroll, still blind, past the harbour towards 
the Old Olive Mill, our guide helps us become acquainted with our fellow initiates, 
while at the same time describing to us our surroundings. Finally, through the 
Sacred Road, we arrive at the Sanctuary of Eleusis, and we gather in front of the 
cave where Pluton saw Persephone gathering crocuses and narcissi and took 
her home with him to Ades (or Hades, as it is sometimes known). 

The entrance to the underworld is a whole new beginning, a natural cave that 
leads to another world. This is a portal that, together with our guiding soft voice 
and strong leading hand, opens our way to a new journey. We are asked to 
perform short acts in cooperation with our fellow initiates, to improvise and recite 
a short poem, to select a phenomenon and set up a short interpretation talk or 
walk on the spot! Apprehension is the first sentiment that arises, but the steady 
hand of our guide chases it immediately away. Her soothing, calm and firm voice 
helps us relax and enjoy the initiation trip. 

The archeological site of 
Elefsina was our training 
ground (Photo: Fotias)
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Are you wondering what actually happened during the initiation trip?
We learn to personalise the past through wholesome stories, presented with 
precision and fuelled by passion. We learn to develop targeted programmes 
illuminated technologically, that provoke humanity and reveal the unseen. As 
professionals full of spark, we learn the art of showing the joy and beauty of 
man’s relationship to heritage, through our writing.

We receive an offering of paths towards deeper meaning through the 
transformation of phenomena into experiences. The initiation rites evoke in us 
associations and emotions that in turn provoke a deeper resonance than we 
have ever felt before. The process strengthens our commitment to promote 
further respect for all heritage.  

We have now become mysts! (those who have been initiated into the Mysteries)
We have entered a whole new world! Accompanied by new friends who share 
our dreams, aspirations and values, who complete our sentences, having already 
guessed and evolved our thoughts. A new cycle of our lives begins here!

Rawan N. Rabadi, is a Visual Artist from Jordan, currently completing her MA in 
Conservation. You can get in touch with her at: rabadi_rawan@yahoo.com.

Maria T. Fotias, is an Archaeologist from Greece, working at the Hellenic Public 
Employment Service, currently through the second year of her PhD research. 
You can get in touch with her at: maria.fotias@gmail.com.

A boat on the shore of 
Elefsina and the church of 
Panagia Mesosporitissa
(Photos: Fotias)
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Kristian Bjørnstad 
(Norway) & 
Per Sonnvik 
(Sweden)

Northern exposure – IE certifying Scandinavians

During the last year, the field of heritage interpretation got a positive push 
in Scandinavia. New courses were offered and more members joined 
Interpret Europe. 

In Denmark, nature interpreters have been trained for 30 years. Since the 
Swedish Centre for Nature Interpretation (SCNI) was established ten years ago, 
a lot of training activities for interpreters have been held in Sweden. Since 2009 
there has also been an ongoing cooperation group for nature interpretation with 
representatives from most of the Nordic countries, and it has published a report 
about nature interpretation for children and young people and is now working on 
a Nordic handbook for training in nature interpretation. 

During the last year, a number of Interpret Europe courses have been held 
in Norway leading to more guides getting their Interpret Europe certification. 
One of them was the first Certified Interpretive Host (CIH) course in Europe. 
Another one was the first Certified Interpretive Guide course in Scandinavia, with 
participants both from Sweden and Norway. As a consequence of these courses, 
membership in Interpret Europe is slowly increasing in Scandinavia. 

We are glad to offer quality Interpretation courses and to build this great field 
in Scandinavia, says Kristian Bjørnstad, country coordinator for Norway and 
certified trainer for Interpret Europe.
As a result of the courses now being offered, Scandinavian members of Interpret 
Europe have decided to establish a Scandinavian network to share experiences 
and to build the field in the years ahead. 

Linking tourism and heritage interpretation through the Certified 
Interpretive Host (CIH) course
The first CIH course in Europe was offered in Norway last year for 11 
participants from the border region of Trysil-Sälen. The participants from local 
tourism companies spent two days learning how to apply interpretation to their 
experience products. They had a lot of fun doing it. 

The CIH course is a new Interpret Europe course especially designed for 
professionals working in the tourism sector who wish to enrich their experience 
products with interpretation. The course is run over two days and this assures 
that participants learn basic interpretation methods that can be applied to their 
own business. The participants have the opportunity, at least once, to perform an 
interpretive activity and to receive feedback. During the course, the participants 
also work on their own products by adding interpretive meaning to them.

CIH course participants
(Photo: Bjørnstad)
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“After taking the course, I have started using interpretation methods 
in my guided walks. My gastronomy snowshoe walk has been infused 
with interpretation with good results”, says Terese Hulterström, the 
owner of the guide company, Explore Sälen, and the first Certified 
Interpretive Host in Europe. 

Terese Hulterström, 
Europe’s first CIH 
(Photo: Bjørnstad)

During the course, the participants work on presentation techniques and verbal 
communication with customers. Each participant brings their own experience to 
the course, making it a practice-oriented course. They also discuss their region’s 
natural and cultural heritage assets. 

In the future, the Certified Interpretive Host course will be useful in bringing 
the tourism and heritage sectors closer together and the field of heritage 
interpretation will be relevant for tourism guides providing more authentic and 
experiential experiences.    

Guiding in the cold North. The first Certified Interpretive Guide (CIG) course 
in Scandinavia 
Five days of fun in the freezing cold. The first CIG course was arranged by the 
Norwegian organisation, TVS, together with Interpret Europe and the Swedish 
Centre for Nature Interpretation (SCNI). It was held last year between 6-10 
November in Elgå, which is situated in southern Norway close to the Swedish 
border. The trainers were Thorsten Ludwig, Kristian Bjørnstad and Per Sonnvik. 

The ten participants came from both Sweden and Norway. They were all involved 
in guiding, some of them in national parks and others in private companies. 
English was used as the main course language, partly because many of the 
local guides work in English on a daily basis. The participants kept a lively 
discussion regarding the use of various English terms and how it translates into 
the Scandinavian languages.  

Scandinavia’s first CIG 
course participants
(Photo: Bjørnstad)
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For some of the participants the course got difficult after about three days, but 
then things became clearer for all of them. In the end, all participants performed 
excellently in the final guide examination and the theory behind the guiding was 
also understood. The combination of practice and theory in the IE courses proved 
to be a good model.

Evaluation from the course shows that the participants thought the course 
provided some useful tools in order to plan and perform guiding in their activities 
back home. They appreciated all the practical exercises in the course and the 
opportunity to get feedback.  

This was the first CIG course in Scandinavia. As a result of this course, a network 
of Interpret Europe members in Scandinavia was created. It now has its own 
Facebook group and the network will meet up during the year. Future course 
activity will build more members for Interpret Europe and develop more quality 
interpretation in Scandinavia in the years ahead. 

Kristian Bjørnstad is the IE country coordinator for Norway and an IE certified 
trainer. He specialises in sustainable rural development and regional parks. He 
can be contacted at: kristian.bjornstad@interpret-europe.net.

Per Sonnvik works for the Swedish Centre for Nature Interpretation. He can be 
contacted at: per.sonnvik@slu.se.

CIG course participants get 
to know their surroundings
(Photo: Bjørnstad)
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Iva Silla (Croatia) Visit to the orchid garden

Less than two months after the first CIG course in Croatia, I had a chance 
to participate in an interpretive walk led by two course participants and 
could see the influence of the course helping to bring the mountain alive. 

The first Croatian Certified Interpretive Guide (CIG) course took place as a part 
of a Slovenia-Croatia Interreg project, called EnjoyHeritage, this spring. Anyone 
who has ever joined a CIG course already knows that the setting creates special 
connections among participants, so we all became very interested in each 
other’s work. 

Among 15 inspiring participants, there were two passionate ladies from the 
Public Institution for Managing Protected Nature Areas of Krapina–Zagorje 
County; its manager, Dijana Hršak, and Petra Bralić, expert associate. During 
the course, I found out about Dijana’s and Petra’s work on an orchid trail and the 
walking tour they organise each May. I instantly saved the date and made sure to 
be there in May. I’m not such a big fan of orchids, they seem too artificial to me, I 
thought at that time, imagining some sort of an orchid garden around their office. 
But I wanted to learn where their fascination comes from. That’s the power of 
personal interpretation – the passion of the interpreter alone will bring anyone a 
step closer to her or his favourite subject.

But as we kept mentioning the orchid trail, I realised how funny and ignorant 
I was. They’re not talking about the orchid flowers you can get in your local 
supermarket and grow in your apartment. There’s a whole world of wild orchid 
flowers, true wonders of nature, that are hard to spot in nature, but will fill 
your heart with delight when you finally do find them. In the region of Croatian 
Zagorje, as many as 40 varieties are found and Mount Strahinjčica in particular is 
so rich in them that they sometimes call it ‘the orchid garden’. 

Strahinjčica is a mountain just an hour’s ride from the Croatian capital of Zagreb 
but somehow it has stayed under the radar. Yet it’s an incredible place full of 
breathtaking viewpoints, archeological finds, mysterious legends and special 
biodiversity. If you love flowers, then Strahinjčica is the place to be in late spring. 

On a quest for revelations
(Photo: Silla)
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On May 20th, Dijana’s and Petra’s institution organised a manifestation called 
Orchid Days, and the two of them led an interpretive walk. I went there with my 
friends and family, not as a CIG trainer, to enjoy the day and discover something 
new. I’m aware that Dijana and Petra already had considerable experience in 
guiding visitors, and had shown great talent and passion during the course. But 
I still couldn’t help but notice all the details that might have been inspired by the 
CIG course.

After an introductory talk, I ended up in Petra’s group. As a true certified 
interpretive guide, she provoked care and appreciation for natural heritage 
– we were almost tiptoeing to protect each flower. She led us into sensational 
revelations in the discovery of wild flowers. She allowed us to participate fully, we 
all felt like researchers, discoverers and explorers. People of all age groups and 
backgrounds felt welcome to come forward and contribute to the tour. She helped 
us discover the sense of place. I still get goosebumps when I’m thinking about the 
area that we visited and all the overwhelming natural spectacles.

Inspired by the interpretive 
guide, the children look 
closer and we were all 
participants, not just visitors
(Photos: Silla)
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I asked Dijana and Petra if their guiding was indeed influenced by the course. 
They confirmed that this year’s guided walk along the educational mountain trail 
differed from their previous ones. The knowledge they gained made the walk 
more interactive, they used more methodological stepping stones, and asked 
more open-ended questions. They prepared the content and the structure better 
than ever. Dijana says that the course was eye-opening, she gained useful 
skills not just for work but also for everyday communication. Petra found the 
course very educational and will integrate this knowledge and experience when 
presenting natural heritage during workshops, guiding or field trips. They even 
intend to promote the certified interpretive guide course at this year’s assembly 
of the professional services of Croatian public institutions for managing protected 
nature areas as an extremely useful tool for their work related to interpretation of 
protected areas. 

I personally feel the same way about the course, it was eye-opening for me just 
as well, and I have been incorporating the gained knowledge in my work ever 
since. While I was looking at the curious faces of the people who joined the walk 
that particular day, seeing them fully immersed in learning although it felt just like 
a comfortable walk in nature, I thought of the days of hard, yet fulfilling, work that 
stands behind such an enjoyable experience. There is no way we could have felt 
the same about each flower by simply reading the interpretive signs. And, with 
a guide who is not a good interpreter, we couldn’t have been immersed in the 
surrounding nature that deeply.

That day, I brought back home more flowers from Strahinjčica mountain than I 
had collected in my whole life, and yet I hadn’t picked a single one. 

You can find out more about the activities of the Public Institution for Managing 
Protected Nature Areas of Krapina-Zagorje County here: www.zagorje-priroda.hr 

Find the schedule of the open-access CIG courses here: 
http://www.interpret-europe.net/top/events/ie-training-courses/ 

Iva Silla, from Croatia is an IE certified trainer, author and manager of Secret 
Zagreb tours (www.secret-zagreb.com). Contact her at: iva@secret-zagreb.com.

Fulfilling discoveries: 
Toothed orchid and Bee 
orchid
(Photos: Silla)
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Magdalena Kuś 
(Poland)

Searching for the fire – The first CIG and CIT course in 
Poland

Poland’s first CIG and CIT course took place in June, organised by The 
Małopolska Institute of Culture (MIK) with Interpret Europe. It was a 
pleasure to be a part of this event and here I share one short impression 
about it.

The course for Certified Interpretive Guides (CIG) and Certified Interpretive 
Trainers (CIT) took place in Kraków, which was a great place for such a 
course. One of our venues was The Ethnographic Museum, where participants 
developed theme lines and prepared their first interpretive walks. This went really 
well, but I’m not going to tell you about their work. I want to mention one man 
who inspired me (and I am sure that I was not the only one who was inspired by 
him) on that day and accidentally helped me perceive something important in the 
course.

On that day, we were welcomed to the museum by its Director, who finished 
his speech with one of his favourite quotes: “If you look at the history, don’t 
seek ashes there but look for the fire”. I realised that it was strictly about 
the interpretation and all 22 participants proved this not only during that day 
in the museum but also during the whole course. There were people from 
different countries, with different educational backgrounds and different guiding 
experience, but each of them were doing their best in developing interpretive 
skills when they were looking for “a fire”. 

This was my personal discovery which I experienced during this course. During 
those seven days, I witnessed not only the process of searching for the fire 
but also discovering it. It was a very powerful experience for me. One of our 
participants shares some of her thoughts in the next article and in the next 
newsletter we hope some more of the participants will be able to share their 
memories from the course too. To see more about the course, you can use 
#iecig on Facebook.

Magdalena Kuś is the IE Country Coordinator for Poland and a member of IE’s 
training team. She also works as a freelance interpretive and nature guide and 
runs her own company Z BARWINKIEM. She can be contacted at: magdalena.
kus@interpret-europe.net.

Happy interpreters
(Photo: Fischer)
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Małgorzata Rapacz 
(Poland)

In search of the hidden phenomena

A participant’s experience on the first CIG course to be held in Poland, 
which has had a long-reaching and somewhat mystical impact.

It’s Monday 18th June and I take my every-day route through the park to 
work. As I walk down the pathway, I can still notice the colourful outlines of the 
countries, that Valya and Thorsten asked us to draw on the first day of the CIG 
course. I take a look to the right and see Ania interpreting the stand-alone lime 
tree. The scent of lime flowers gets mixed up in my head with the memory of 
Dragana singing during our farewell evening. I decide to cross the bridge and 
picture Jelena telling the stories about three ladies of the Villa Decius. As I pass 
the Villa I realise that after hearing Mateusz’s interpretation I won’t look at it 
the same way again. I instinctively want to enter the building, but the sound of 
silence and no friendly soul wandering with the morning coffee on the balcony 
tell me that today, for the first time in a week, I won’t find any exercise papers 
left by Alicja’s considerate hand. Instead, I turn left and just as I get the glimpse 
of the woody crocodile hidden in the grass, I can suddenly feel all the adrenaline 
and excitement that accompanied me through my final interpretive talk. I start 
to think that the park, now filled with phenomena we discovered throughout the 
course, will never be just a plain park to me again. Breathe in, breathe out. OK, 
it’s time to get to work!

Tuesday 19th June. Everyone at MIK (the Małopolska Institute of Culture) keeps 
asking us about our impressions of the CIG course. Together with Sebastian, 
my fellow coursemate, we start to exchange a million thoughts, inspirations and 
questions that have arisen in our heads throughout and since the course. Our 
eyes start to spark as we share the ideas for our take-home interpretive walk 
and tell how we are going to put the newly acquired knowledge and experience 
into practice (both of us deal professionally with heritage in theory rather than 
practice). The others look at us with an understanding smile, and I can almost 
read their thoughts: “Yeah, they’re a lost cause.”

Friday 29th June. I pass the Ethnographical Museum on my way home and 
start recalling our group working together, discussing different topics, themes 
and phenomena, and finally coming up with one coherent interpretive walk. I 
still remember the second when it struck me: How common it is for a bunch 
of wonderfully various people, each of them equipped with their own set of 
knowledge, experience and ideas, to work together like a well-oiled machine? 
The other mind-blowing moment came not long after. I listened to Carla from 
Azores interpreting the hand-made folk toy from the times of the Peasant Revolt 
in Galicia (Poland), and then Manoles from Greece revealing the symbolic 
meaning of Polish Christmas ornaments and I thought how much we truly have 
in common. It all started to come together: the theory, the tools, the experience, 
the people. 

What does it take to find the hidden phenomena? 40 hours of well-designed 
training? The passionate trainer-assistant team? Inspiring people that happen to 
meet in the right place and the right time? Or maybe this perfect moment when 
you start revealing the meaning? It’s now Wednesday 4th July and I still can’t 
tell. All I know is that the search itself is the most fun in the world! 

Małgorzata Rapacz is a graduate of ethnology and cultural anthropology from the 
University of Warsaw. She currently works for MIK where she supports the team 
of Małopolska Days of Cultural Heritage. She can be contacted at: rapacz@mik.
krakow.pl.
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The team

Interpreting with visual 
impairment
(Photos: Fischer)

Searching for the symmetry

Unusual evening guided 
walk
(Photos: Fischer)

Some further impressions 
from the first CIG and CIT 
course in Poland, June 2018
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IE Management Congratulations to our newly certified members

Certified Interpretive Guides (CIG):  
Ane Alberdi Zulaica, Spain
Kristina Andersson, Sweden
Kim Astrup, Norway
Edurne Ayuso Apaolaza, Spain
Eduardo Azcona Vidaurre, Spain
Sara Baša, Slovenia
Joseba Beitia Oregi, Spain
Rhys Bonney, Spain
Ida Margrethe Hybertz Brennodden,   
  Norway
Albert Canal Pujol, Spain
Vojka Cestnik, Slovenia
Daša Čok, Slovenia
Helena Coll Buch, Spain
Ariadna Coll Buch, Spain
Aurélie Dayse, Spain
Ainhoa  Diez de Salazar Gutierrez, 
  Spain
Raimon Durà González, Spain
Helena Estella Escobar, Spain
Ellen Fauske, Norway
Sean Daniel Gallagher, Spain
Aitziber Gartzia Urbieta, Spain
Sergio Gaspar Martín, Spain
Kajsa Grabäck, Sweden
Urban Grmek Mašič, Slovenia
Randy Gunnar Lange, Norway
Karin Haulin, Sweden
Francisco Javier Hernando Caro, Spain

Salomé Laureline Laussedat, Spain
Tom Ločniškar, Slovenia
Bogdan Macarol, Slovenia
Lena Malmström, Sweden
Vlasta Markočič, Slovenia
Maruša Markočič, Slovenia
Sofia Medeiros Granato, Spain
Nadija Mislej Božič, Slovenia
Mario Noschese, Spain
Uxue Odriozola Madinabeitia, Spain
Janez Ohnjec, Slovenia
Angel Patricio Olivares Espinosa, 
  Spain
Rafael Peñafiel Ona, Spain
Juan Mari Saiz Etxabeguren, Spain
Xana Sandoval Cardalda, Spain
Maddi Sarasola Eizmendi, Spain
Uroš Simčič, Slovenia
Per Sonnvik, Sweden
Marija Švagelj, Slovenia
Jožef Terčon, Slovenia
Sofia Tiger, Sweden
Narcís Torrent Oliva, Spain
Ander Ugarte Preciado, Spain
Yasmina Vera Barbadillo, Spain 
Maura Verástegui Murga, Spain
Sílvia Vidal Martí, Spain
Ekaitz Zubeltzu Loiarte, Spain
Alba Zurita Mateu, Spain

Would you enjoy an enriching course with like-minded people and to gain 
an IE certification?

See below and keep an eye on the training pages of the IE website for up to 
date information on the next courses available near you: 
http://www.interpret-europe.net/top/events/ie-training-courses.html

Certified Interpretive Trainer (CIT): 
Per Sonnvik, Sweden
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IE Training Team Upcoming courses and webinars

Upcoming courses
See http://www.interpret-europe.net/top/events/ie-training-courses/ for more 
details or email training@interpret-europe.net. 

DATE LANGUAGE LOCATION TRAINER
IE Certified Interpretive Guide (CIG) courses
20-25/08/2018 Spanish Chiloé Island,

Chile
Evarist
March

03-05/09/2018
08-09/10/2018

German Naters,
Switzerland

Thorsten
Ludwig

14-16/09/2018
28-30/09/2018

Spanish Catalonia,
Spain

Evarist
March

05-07/10/2018
10-11/11/2018

German Freiburg,
Germany

Thorsten
Ludwig

13-14/10/2018
19-21/10/2018

French,
English

Provence,
France

Sandy
Colvine

19-21/10/2018
10-11/11/2018

Croatian Bakar,
Croatia

Iva
Silla

IE Certified Live Interpreter (CLI) pilot course
01/09-
07/09/2018

English Eger,
Hungary

Kate
Howard

IE Certified Interpretive Writer (CIW) course
03/11-
07/11/2018

English Elefsina,
Greece

Steven
Richards-Price

IE Certified Interpretive Trainer (CIT) course
13/09-
14/09/2018

English Admont,
Austria

Valya
Stergioti

IE Certified Interpretive Guide (CIG) trainer upgrade
15/09/2018 English Admont,

Austria
Thorsten
Ludwig

IE Certified Interpretive Host (CIH) trainer upgrade
15/09/2018 English Admont,

Austria
Valya
Stergioti

Upcoming webinars
Further details about upcoming webinars – free for IE members – which will be 
conducted in English, will be sent out in due course. For now, why not save the 
date for these two:

25 September: “Heritage interpretation for teenagers”, by Janja Sivec (Slovenia)

18 December: “How to embrace cultural diversity while fostering social cohesion”, 
by Patrick Lehnes (Germany)

Email helena.vicic@interpret-europe.net for more information.
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IE member activities
Silvija Jacić & 
Iva Silla (Croatia)

Interpreting Bakar 

Keep an eye on Bakar, a Croatian town where tourism authorities have 
turned to heritage interpretation as a tool for destination management. 

Located near the much bigger Croatian town of Rijeka, Bakar is a well-kept 
secret, long hidden in the smoke of industry. The town, with its rich and 
turbulent past, was completely isolated and eradicated from the tourist routes. 
For decades, it had a reputation as a place to be avoided due to air and sea 
pollution, a place not worth visiting. Consequently, its rich historical heritage 
remained utterly unknown even to people from the nearby towns and cities.

While lines of cars pass by on the motorway above the Bakar bay in the busy 
summer months, Bakar Tourist Board has silently been working hard on the 
development of the quality interpretation of its heritage. They have been 
organising educational activities and study visits for all the stakeholders, from 
hosts and tour guides to their own employees.

Heritage interpretation is now an intrinsic part of their destination management. 
Examples include an interpretive trail set up a few months ago alongside its rare 
karstic periodic lake phenomenon, Ponikve, which appears and disappears. 
It is a true magical trick of nature. On June 23, they held an interpretive walk 
to inspire local people to create interesting cultural tourism products. Most 
importantly, in October 2018, they will host an Interpret Europe Certified 
Interpretive Guide (CIG) course. This course is a rare example of a tourist board 
taking over the organisation of such a course and shows their dedication to the 
quality of the interpretation of their heritage. 

With the closing of its industry, Bakar has started to make small steps away 
from touristic isolation, and a visit has become a real revelation for many who 
had, until recently, bypassed the town. We are just two people in a long line of 
new Bakar enthusiasts, and we feel lucky to be a part of this process as active 
collaborators.

A Bakar sunrise
(Photo: Silla)
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Countless stories are waiting to be told and turned into a myriad of reasons for 
visiting Bakar. At the turn of the 19th century, it was the largest city in Croatia. 
The first Maritime School in the country was founded there. It hosts the oldest 
mareograph in the Adriatic and the monumental church of St. Andrew, with its 
crypt and catacombs is amazing. The list of reasons to visit Bakar goes on: a 
vibrant tradition of seafaring, and the living history of the Bakar Town Guard 
to name just two pieces of intangible heritage. The town is also spectacularly 
located, the Risnjak National Park, with peaks up to 1528 meters high, is actually 
within the administrative area of the City of Bakar. 

You’re probably already wondering why haven’t you heard of this town full of 
curiosities before?  A hidden gem, its potential can be revealed through careful 
destination management. We only hope that the tourist board will remain on this 
path and set an inspiring example for many destinations on the rise. It will be 
interesting to follow the further development of Bakar as a tourist destination in 
the years to come. Find more info here: http://www.tz-bakar.hr/en/ 

Silvija Jacić is a Promotion and PR specialist, dedicated to the promotion of 
interpreted heritage (www.promoandpress.com). Contact her at: silvija.jacic@
promoandpress.com. 

Iva Silla is an IE certified trainer, author of Secret Zagreb tours (www.secret-
zagreb.com). Contact her at: iva@secret-zagreb.com.

Mareograph
(Photo: Silla)

Diving in the Forest of 
Magical Ponikve Lake 
(Photo: Bakar Tourist Board)

Countess Elisabeth 
providing live interpretation 
(Photo: Silla)
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Nuria Mohedano 
(Spain)

Old traditions, new chances for sustainable tourism 

May a small, rural destination raise awareness of its heritage through a 
weekend festival? Maybe not at first, but identity and a sense of belonging 
should be sufficient to draw a map to preserve the heritage of traditions.

The so-called “migration of the shepherds” is an example of preservation of 
tangible and intangible heritage. Many towns in rural areas of Spain are linked 
and shaped through the theme of ‘transhumance’ (the seasonal movement 
of livestock to different grazing grounds). They are also trying to deal with 
other social problems, such as population decline and a lack of admiration 
and gratitude for having kept alive a unique cultural and natural heritage. 
Nevertheless, are we taking all details into account to properly design and plan 
a strategy to increase self esteem around those phenomena that shape identity? 
We may not be sure of all actions, but we will be firm believers in the core values 
of those actions by management responsibles.

Recently, Italy submitted a proposal to the UNESCO list of intangible cultural 
heritage for its traditional herding of livestock along migration routes. Before 
that, during 2017, the Spanish Government approved the seasonal migration of 
shepherds, known as transhumance, as intangible heritage.

Transhumance has its roots in the bowels of Iberian history. The migratory 
movements have helped to shape a characteristic landscape since the 13th 
century. The great magnitude of such an imprint has converted towns into mirrors 
of its inhabitants’ identity: their evolution as a society, shaping the landscape, 
creating customs, specific languages, unique gastronomy and folklore, to name 
just some of the traces. Moreover, to a large extent, what does this mean? Their 
heritage is related to the land, was born in the heat of the rocking herds, the 
foremen, the shepherds, dogs, paths and their pilgrimage. 

Transhumance heritage 
(Photos: Mohedano) 
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Paths always go far beyond their primary utility: transporting things – or, in this 
case, flocks - but also allowing human exchange of culture, ideas, rites, as well 
as customs. In short, transhumance is a communication channel and a collective 
exchange of human experiences that are translated into meanings: a meeting 
point, dialogue and fusion of European culture. They have a value in forging the 
Iberian culture in general and a European network in particular. 

As part of our culture, our societies are in a constant state of change. Therefore, 
some new approaches within sustainable tourism development are building 
up strategies to preserve old traditions while promoting them throughout 
new promotional guidelines. We can name them ‘awareness actions and 
neighbourhood mobilisation’ around their heritage. That is the case of a small 
rural town in Castilla-La Mancha, Spain, in the Natural Park, Valle de Alcudia 
y Sierra Madrona. It is the ‘migration of the shepherds and ecotourism festival’ 
which takes place each May. A three-day event full of activities related to 
heritage. 

There are many events around Spain that celebrate similar events with only 
one aim: universalise their heritage and keep it alive. Such initiatives oriented to 
support the development of the community through recreational activities related 
to their heritage are only a small example of how to reinforce the image of a town 
and position a destination whilst preserving its heritage. A room where territorial 
identity debate is fostered, as well as the sense of belonging to a group. Values 
and sustainable lifestyles are also encouraged. 

New paradigms for sustainable tourism development: taking old traditions as 
the backbone of a whole plan and testing the response of stakeholders towards 
it. That brings one idea to my mind: we might consider, when introducing new 
actions within a tourism plan, if our ‘ideal’ stage for the shared heritage is built 
up from a range of fixed actions aligned with the locals’ identity, not harming the 
normal development of the community from which it originated. In the above 
mentioned example, more and more stakeholders are demanding their portion of 
participation, not only shepherds, but also schools, artisans, restaurants, social 
non-profit organisations, etc.

The second idea that arises: the plurality of stakeholders participating in an 
event, the theme of which is ‘local heritage’, reflects the will to promote a diverse 
participation and enrich the vision of local development with initiatives of common 
interest.

Heritage in rural areas as a resource for developing schemes is increasing in 
popularity. A large number of examples can be found throughout Europe, such 
as the above mentioned one that relates migration of the shepherds with tourism 
and heritage sustainable actions. Those examples share one thing: they are 
leading to positive results. Those responsible for heritage may remember the 
ground for positive actions via fostering values among all levels of society. 

Traditional cheese making
(Photo: Mohedano) 

Nuria Mohedano is a Sustainable Tourism 
Specialist working as a consultant for 
destinations and small companies. She is 
the IE Tourism Coordinator. She can be 
contacted at: 
nuria.mohedano@interpret-europe.net. 
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Janja Sivec 
(Slovenia)

When Slovene members meet up

When I took on the role of Country Coordinator Slovenia, I accepted the job 
of supporting and bringing together IE members in Slovenia. What better 
way to do it than in person? So, my team and I organised a get-together. 

The gathering consisted of three parts: an interpretive walk, a workshop on 
heritage and identity, and the official part with a presentation of IE events and 
plans. The meeting was generously hosted by the Museum of Baroque in 
Šmarje. 

From Plague to Baroque
From April onwards, Slovenia was extremely generous in its very warm weather 
and so we decided that the best plan would be to tackle the ascent up the 
Baroque Way of the Cross early in the day. The interpretive walk I did was a 
result of my CIG training. I must confess it’s not the easiest thing to prepare 
interpretive guiding for a group of interpreters and my former candidates on the 
CIG course. And so, they had an opportunity to assess their trainer. The main 
focus of the walk was to connect different historical events, their consequences 
and the results that can be seen today.

Heritage and identity 
The workshop I first delivered at IE´s annual conference in Hungary was 
primarily designed to trigger thinking processes about identity and the influence 
of heritage upon it. We discovered how we label ourselves and how others label 
us. And what the labels mean to us.  

I wanted to give participants some ideas about working with young people who 
are, in general, at odds with their identity. Also, about working with heritage 
communities that are trying to re-establish collective identity and, additionally, 
some tools for the guides to help them get a fresh aspect on the people to whom 
they are interpreting.  

The official part
In what we hoped was not too long a presentation, we first presented the 
Slovene team and the members who were present at the conference in Hungary, 
then we briefly presented a report on the event and the study visits they had 
taken part in. 

The most constructive parts are usually the conclusions when members 
exchange their ideas and opinions of how to proceed and when they plan to 
meet again. 

I am pleased to announce that we are meeting again on 2 October 2018 and we 
invite all who are interested in interpretation and IE training programmes to join 
us in Celje. 

Dr Plague (Photo: Sivec)

Janja Sivec runs NGO Legends, working as a 
trainer, guide and consultant. She is also an IE 
certified trainer, IE´s Country Coordinator for 
Slovenia and volunteers in the Social Media 
Team. She is hooked to everything ‘e’ and can be 
contacted at: janja.sivec@dlegende.com.
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What’s going on elsewhere
Patrick Lehnes 
(Germany)

A New European Agenda for Culture: What’s in it for 
heritage interpretation?

Some weeks ago, the European Commission published its New European 
Agenda for Culture. It replaces the first one which had guided the EU’s 
policy framework in the field of culture for the past eleven years.  

Last February, the Commission organised a stakeholder consultation meeting in 
Brussels in the course of the preparations for the New Agenda for Culture. I took 
part in this meeting as a representative of Interpret Europe. The Commission had 
prepared a number of questions, which were posed to (about) 35 participants. 
Everybody had the opportunity to answer or give a brief statement of no longer 
than two minutes in each round. I highlighted the opportunities of heritage 
interpretation to promote the EU’s core values based on Interpret Europe’s 
“Engaging Citizens” study. 

In May, the New European Agenda for Culture was finally published. It has 
been drafted in challenging times for the EU: “Emerging from a severe financial 
crisis, Europe faces growing social inequalities, diverse populations, populism, 
radicalisation, and terrorist threats.” Furthermore, rapid change in technology 
and digitisation are transforming societies and lifestyles. Against this backdrop, 
the role of culture is considered “more important than ever”.

The New European Agenda for Culture states three strategic objectives 
regarding the social and economic dimensions and external relations. It covers 
the whole cultural sector, which also includes the arts and creative industries 
as well as heritage. However, each of the strategic objectives relates directly or 
indirectly to heritage and interpretation (see bold, by me):

1  Social dimension - harnessing the power of culture and cultural diversity for 
social cohesion and well-being
 a) Foster the cultural capability of all Europeans by making available 
 a wide range of cultural activities and providing opportunities to 
 participate actively
 b) Encourage the mobility of professionals in the cultural and creative
 sectors and remove obstacles to their mobility
 c) Protect and promote Europe’s cultural heritage as a shared 
 resource, to raise awareness of our common history and values and 
 reinforce a sense of common European identity 

Heritage is directly addressed under objective c and both, raising awareness 
of our common history and values as well as reinforcing a sense of common 
European identity, refer to heritage interpretation and education – although 
the term ‘heritage interpretation’ is not used. But heritage interpretation can 
also contribute a lot to objective a, especially where interpretation encourages 
audiences to participate actively in the interpretation process. 

https://www.estc-icip2018.org/
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2  Economic dimension - supporting culture-based creativity in education and 
innovation, and for jobs and growth
 a) Promote the arts, culture and creative thinking in formal and non-
 formal education and training at all levels and in lifelong learning
 b) Foster favourable ecosystems for cultural and creative industries,
 promoting access to finance, innovation capacity, fair remuneration of 
 authors and creators and cross-sectoral cooperation
 c) Promote the skills needed by cultural and creative sectors, including
 digital, entrepreneurial, traditional and specialised skills

It appears a bit odd that promoting arts, culture and creative thinking has 
been subsumed under the economic dimension. The explanation stresses 
the link between education and participation in culture and the importance of 
“Cultural Awareness and Expression” which is one of the eight transversal key-
competences recognised at the European level. Here, the agenda refers to the
‘Cultural Awareness and Expression Handbook’ which was published by the 
Commission in 2016. 

This handbook, however, makes a strong point that, in the first place, arts/cultural 
education [encompassing heritage interpretation] is “for its own sake, which 
means acquiring cultural and artistic competences as an essential dimension 
in the development of a whole person” (self-formation/’Bildung’) (p. 23). At the 
same time, cultural education can – and normally does – also contribute to 
social, economic or other educational purposes. This handbook is very valuable 
to put the political Agenda for Culture into perspective.  

Objective 2c is relevant for heritage interpretation training which promotes 
specialised skills. It indicates that an Erasmus+ follow-up programme will most 
probably continue to support the development of training for heritage interpreters. 

3  External dimension - Strengthening international cultural relations
 a) Support culture as an engine for sustainable social and economic 
 development
 b) Promote culture and intercultural dialogue for peaceful inter-
 community relations
 c) Reinforce cooperation on cultural heritage 

The external relations refer mainly to international collaboration with the 
West Balkans, the Eastern Partnership programme and collaboration with 
the Mediterranean countries. It also mentions support for Silk Road Heritage 
corridors in Central Asia, Afghanistan and Iran. 

The New Agenda mentions two cross-cutting actions. One of them is “protecting 
and valorising cultural heritage”, the other one is Digital4Culture. Heritage 
Interpretation is probably one of the most important means of valorising cultural 
heritage. The New European Agenda for Culture remains rather vague in terms 
of concrete actions. But there are two announcements which will translate the 
general policy framework into more concrete actions and funding: 
 • Present an Action Plan for Cultural Heritage, and ask Member States 
 to draft similar Plans at national level and follow up the ten European 
 initiatives through the Council Work Plans for Culture
 • Propose to incorporate outcomes of the Year into future EU
 programmes and Cohesion Policy

https://www.estc-icip2018.org/
https://www.estc-icip2018.org/
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Interpret Europe takes part in the Voices of Culture stakeholder consultations. 
We will raise the voice for heritage and interpretation – not only for the sake 
of our professional field, but also for a Europe with open-minded people who 
embrace the richness of cultural diversity.  

Both, the New European Agenda for Culture and the Cultural Awareness and 
Expression Handbook, can be valuable sources of reference for those of you 
who write proposals for EU-funded projects at the interface of culture, heritage 
and education.

Patrick Lehnes is IE’s Cultural Heritage Coordinator. He works as a researcher 
at Freiburg University and as an interpretive planner and author through his 
company, Lehnes contexte. He can be contacted at: patrick.lehnes@interpret-
europe.net.  

The European Commission 
in Brussels (Photo: Lehnes)
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IE Management European Cultural Heritage Summit sends Berlin Call to 
Action

With more than �0 events, the European Cultural Heritage Summit took 
place in the very heart of Berlin. One important outcome of this key event 
of the European Year of Cultural Heritage (EYCH) is the Berlin Call to 
Action.

From 18-24 June 2018, Europa Nostra, the Stiftung Preußischer Kulturbesitz 
(Prussian Cultural Heritage Foundation, SPK) and the Deutsches 
Nationalkomitee für Denkmalschutz (German Cultural Heritage Committee, DNK) 
invited cultural heritage stakeholders from all over Europe to Berlin to join the 
European Cultural Heritage Summit, ‘Sharing Heritage – Sharing Values’.

In the centre of the city, more than 60 events took place. One of the most 
significant occasions was the Excellence Fair where Interpret Europe’s Managing 
Director, Thorsten Ludwig, was invited to join the panel of the final discussion 
together with Suay Aksoy (President of the International Council of Museums), 
Mircea Diaconu (Vice Chair of the European Parliament Committee on Education 
and Culture), Paolo Fontani (Director of the UNESCO Liaison Office in Brussels), 
Catherine Magnant (Head of the Task Force for the European Year of Cultural 
Heritage) and Babette Winter (State Secretary in the Thuringia State Chancellery 
in Germany). As one of the stepping stones towards the European Policy 
Debate on 22 June 2018, the discussion was moderated by Sneška Quaedvlieg-
Mihailović (Secretary-General of Europa Nostra).

Right at the Brandenburg Gate, where the Berlin Wall once divided the town and 
Europe as a whole, the organisers presented the Berlin Call to Action. The Call 
includes the demand that, “special attention must be given to history education 
and heritage interpretation placed in a broader context of Europe’s past, present 
and future”. The full text of the Call can be found at: www.interpret-europe.net/
fileadmin/Documents/publications/berlin_call_to_action.pdf.

The Call has officially been welcomed by EU Commissioner Tibor Navracsics 
and first signed after the European Policy Debate by the Presidents of the three 
host organisations, Plácido Domingo, Martina Münch and Hermann Parzinger. 
Interpret Europe supports the Call and asks all its members, organisations or 
individuals, also to sign at:
www.europanostra.org/our-work/campaigns/berlin-call-action/. 

The Summit was an outstanding event and we are grateful to its organisers. 
The Berlin Call to Action can be seen as one of the precursors of the European 
Commission’s Action Plan for Cultural Heritage which is intended to be set up 
during the second half of the year.

Sneška Quaedvlieg-
Mihailović (Secretary 
General Europa Nostra), 
Thorsten Ludwig (Managing 
Director Interpret Europe) 
and Suay Aksoy (President 
of the International Council 
of Museums) (Photo: 
Quaedvlieg, Lightingale)
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Iva Silla (Croatia) Green Microphone Award

This September, the capital of Slovenia will host an international event 
that should raise awareness of a guide’s role in spreading the ideas of 
sustainability.

Can a single guide have a strong impact on sustainability? Interpret Europe 
has a big community of interpretive guides and, during their training, they have 
all learned the power of an interpreter to spread responsible ideas by creating 
strong links between tour participants and heritage. 

If you have a colleague who works as an interpretive guide, or you happen to 
be one yourself, if you feel like you’re creating even a small impact, by helping 
people to connect with the destinations they visit or to care about global 
sustainability issues, why not apply for the Green Microphone Award?

The award presents the opportunity to raise awareness of the importance of 
personal interpretation and the influence of professional guiding.  

The event is organised by G-Guides, a Slovenian organisation that promotes 
training of ‘green, global and great tour guides’. In the organiser’s words:

 “As we always aim to promote responsible and sustainable tourist   
 guiding, it is our duty and honour to recognise the efforts and work of  
 all tourist guides who are connecting worlds every day through their 
 stories and guiding. 

 Tourist guides are cultural brokers, sustainability-communicators,
 unforgettable experience-creators, educators and ambassadors of 
 sustainable tourism for all. They are the voice of responsible tourism.

 On 27 September 2018, on World Tourism Day, the first tourist guide, the
  voice of responsible tourism, will be given the Green Microphone Award 
 at the ceremony in Ljubljana, Slovenia.”

This award seems like an excellent opportunity to showcase Interpret Europe’s 
interpretive guides and IE’s training benefits. It would be nice to see some of our 
members nominated for this award.
Apply here: http://www.green-microphone.info 

Iva Silla is an IE certified trainer, author and manager of Secret Zagreb tours 
(www.secret-zagreb.com). Contact her at: iva@secret-zagreb.com.
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Research
Helena Vičič 
(Slovenia)

Can social exchange trigger social change?

Are you thinking about ways to better engage people with heritage? Then 
this article might be of interest to you. It offers some insights from the 
book, The Participatory Museum, by Nina Simon. 

The book contains many interesting case studies and ideas and also a few 
theories in relation to participation in heritage interpretation. Our aim is not to 
provide an overview, but instead to focus on one challenge: how to encourage 
visitors to socially engage with each other around any content.

Simon distinguishes between five stages of interface between institution and 
visitors. From the point when an individual uses the content alone to the point 
where he/she steps into the exchange with others on different levels. In stage 
one (1) an individual consumes the content and an institution provides access 
to this content, like in static exhibitions. In stage two (2) the opportunity to try or 
touch things and ask questions is provided, for example mechanical interactions. 
In stage three (3) the visitor has a chance to also see other visitors’ actions and 
interests, for example the chance to select between options and see what others 
have selected. Stage four (4) helps visitors to connect with other visitors or staff 
to share the content or interests, for example if a visitor writes a letter and other 
visitors can read it. Stage five (5) being the most engaging level, offers numerous 
possibilities for exchange, collaboration and sharing in all directions, between 
institution and visitors and among visitors themselves. The stages follow each 
other progressively, which means that stage five must contain all the previous 
stages. The best social experiences happen when an interaction continues after 
the facilitating activity has finished. 

However, no matter how good stage five sounds, it is not realistic to assume it 
suits everyone. Some will just not feel comfortable to cross the second stage. 
The practice reveals that it is more difficult to provide social exchange with non-
personal means when an individual is not willing or able to initiate the interaction 
themselves. Institutions could help by, for example, introducing ‘wearable 
identities’ that help to make the first contact between like-minded people around 
common interests. With experienced guides and other staff, however, we can 
more easily initiate communication in all directions, which can last after the 
facilitation stops.  

Minimal interaction in a 
traditional art gallery
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Stepping out of the comfort zone and speaking up is not an easy task for the 
majority of people. Now the question is, how to make people comfortable enough 
to overcome the social barriers to participation? How to create a safe and 
appealing atmosphere, where people who dare to share opinions – even about 
sensitive subjects – will feel safe and respected? 

The participatory approach contains elements of provocation and increases the 
intensity of first-hand experiences, which enable stronger cognition and long-
term memory traces. Social exchange enables people to compare themselves 
to others, or to see clearer their role in society. The opportunity to share opinion 
could also grant a confirmation of their uniqueness or give a sense of belonging 
to a larger like-minded community. According to Interpret Europe’s recent 
study, Engaging citizens with Europe’s cultural heritage, interpretation has an 
opportunity to contribute to the social change for the better and social exchange 
in heritage settings seems like a convenient tool. In light of the issues in today’s 
European society, Simon’s book becomes very valuable reading.  

Book Review: Simon, N., 2010. The Participatory Museum. Santa Cruz, 
California, Museum 2.0.

Helena Vičič from Slovenia is an IE Certified Interpretive Trainer (CIT) and 
heritage interpretation consultant. She studies interpretation at the University of 
the Highlands and Islands (UHI) in Scotland. She can be contacted at: helena.
vicic@interpret-europe.net. 

The Research Team is currently seeking a new coordinator. If you would 
like to discuss volunteering in this role, or if you have suggestions for book 
reviews, please contact Helena Vičič at: helena.vicic@interpret-europe.net.

Nina Simon, The 
Participatory Museum 
(Santa Cruz, California, 
2010)
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Funding
Eva Sandberg 
(Sweden)

Erasmus+ opportunity for member´s course funding

You may be able to take advantage of Erasmus+ funding to help with your 
professional development – with your employer’s support.

Funding for participation in Interpret Europe’s course programme is often a 
limiting factor for many potential participants from the IE community. Individual 
funding from the EU is no longer possible. But, institutions can apply for their 
employees. 

The Swedish Centre for Nature Interpretation (SCNI) is part of the Swedish 
University of Agricultural Sciences. The university has a programme for 
vocational training for the staff funded from Erasmus+. For us, training with IE 
has been covered from that programme. 

So, University employees interested in the IE course programmes – Why not 
check for similar opportunities for your competence development where you 
work?

Find out more about Erasmus+ here:
https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmus-plus/opportunities/vocational-
education-and-training-0_en

Eva is the Director of SCNI, which recently celebrated its 10th anniversary. She 
can be contacted at: eva.k.sandberg@slu.se.
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Ivana Jagić (Croatia) EU budget for the future of European cultural heritage

The European Commission recently proposed to increase the budget for 
‘Creative Europe’ - the EC’s Multiannual Financial Framework that includes 
a stand-alone programme dedicated to culture - to €609 million.

Following the presentation of the detailed proposal for the Creative Europe 
programme on 30 May 2018, the European Commission (EC) proposed 
a pragmatic, modern, long-term budget for the 2021-2027 period. The EC 
continues to promote, strengthen and protect European cultural diversity and 
cultural heritage and creativity with the aim of making the EU authentic and 
tangible in people’s day-to-day lives. The prime example of this aim being 
positively delivered is the highly successful European Year of Cultural Heritage, a 
celebration that brings cultural heritage back to the public consciousness, gives it 
the dignity it deserves and strengthens European identity.

The new, modern budget has clear objectives and focuses more strongly 
on performance, which will make it easier to monitor and measure results 
– and to make changes when necessary. Through the offer of new integrated 
programmes, the number of programmes will actually be reduced by more than 
a third (from 58 currently to 37 in the future), but the budget of Erasmus+ and the 
European Solidarity Corps will be doubled.

As a part of the ‘Investing in people’ chapter of the EU’s long-term budget 
proposal, the proposal for a new Creative Europe programme will contribute 
to prosperity, sustainability and security in the future. Culture plays the pivotal 
role in addressing key societal and economic challenges in Europe and the 
new Multiannual Financial Framework brings us many opportunities for bringing 
Europe’s shared values to the fore. Cooperation projects, networks and platforms 
will be set up to connect European talents and make it easier for creators to 
cooperate across borders. 

The programme will have a stronger international dimension and will include a 
sectorial approach to address the specific needs of the cultural heritage sector. 
Under this budget different cross border programmes will drive innovation, 
economic growth and job creation. Activities, such as first-hand experiences 
on sites that symbolise shared European values, have the potential to engage 
European citizens, especially young people and senior citizens. These shared 
values include Europe’s development, historical movements and achievements 
that embrace more than one country and give our common heritage a deeper 
meaning. 

The decision on the future of the long-term EU budget now falls to the Council, 
acting by unanimity, with the consent of the European Parliament. Agreement 
should be reached before the European Parliament elections and the summit in 
Sibiu on 9 May 2019.

Ivana Jagić is a museologist and heritage manager from 
Zagreb, Croatia. Since 2013 she has been working in 
Muses Ltd consulting and management in culture and 
tourism, as a museologist and tourism manager. She is 
the Association Secretary of Interpret Croatia and has 
been a member of Interpret Europe since 2016.
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IE announcements
Call for best practice: Architecture for interpretation

The IE Architects Team invites all IE members to contribute with 
suggestions for a best practice catalogue on successful ’marriages’ of 
architecture and heritage interpretation.

The role of architects in interpretation projects includes designing complete 
buildings (e.g. visitor centres), re-using historic buildings (e.g. a historic railway 
station in a way that its history can be experienced), landscape architecture (e.g. 
as built elements of interpretive trails) and interior design (e.g. exhibition design). 

Because of process management and budget considerations, the cooperation 
of architects and interpretive planners is, generally, not part of the first steps of a 
project. In the end, the interpretive planner has to work within an envelope which 
doesn’t necessarily suit her/his needs. Or the architect – who might or might not 
have skills in heritage interpretation – is also commissioned to do the interpretive 
planning. Sometimes this goes well – the interpretive planner can compensate 
for an unsuitable architecture or the architect can do good interpretive 
planning. In a few cases, the architect and the interpretive planner are actually 
commissioned to work together. Those are the cases we are looking for!

The team is searching for examples that:
 turn phenomena into experiences
 provoke resonance and participation
 offer paths to deeper meaning
 foster stewardship for heritage.

The IE Architects Team is working on putting together a best practice catalogue 
to showcase how good interpretation can benefit from good architecture and vice 
versa. Besides becoming one more exciting IE publication, this catalogue will be 
the basis for approaching architects and introducing them and their professional 
organisations to the concept of heritage interpretation.

To accomplish this, we need your help! We need suggestions of completed 
projects where architecture and interpretive planning work as a whole 
(please bear in mind that you may, but haven’t necessarily been involved in 
the project as architect, interpretive planner, consultant etc.).

We are looking forward to receiving many interesting suggestions and thank you 
for your kind support.

Claudiu Silvestru is the IE Architects Coordinator. He is a trained architect who 
has worked with several architectural offices dealing with protected sites and the 
reuse and extension of historical buildings. His research activity focuses on the 
role of cultural heritage in urban development and for contemporary society. He 
can be contacted at: claudiu.silvestru@interpret-europe.net.

Claudiu Silvestru 
(Austria)
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Welcome to our new coordinators

Our voluntary support teams continue to grow and change. Some 
coordinators who completed their two-year term will continue, others have 
decided not to renew so we thank them and welcome even more new team 
members. 

Conference Coordinator – Bettina Lehnes (Germany)
Working with children of all ages for most of my life, I came across interpretation 
at a visitor centre during a family holiday in Wales. This was different from 
everything we knew at the time and it started to shape a new life for us. It was 
my husband, Patrick, who started his business as an interpreter first. My own 
interpretation ‘career’ started as his non-expert proofreader and consultant in 
children’s affairs. I joined the business full-time in 2009. It was the same year that 
we started to work on the foundation of Interpret Europe.

The task that I enjoyed most during my time as Interpret Europe’s Assistant 
Director, was organising the annual conferences in different countries. Now I 
am happy to take on the task again as Conference Coordinator. Together with 
the conference team, I will do my best to create new inspiring and unforgettable 
conference experiences for you. Let’s see where we meet next...

Bettina can be contacted at: bettina.lehnes@interpret-europe.net.

Thank you to Bill Taylor (UK) who held this office until 31 March 2018.

Social Media Coordinator – Iva Klarić Vujović (Croatia)
On my way toward working in heritage interpretation, my first step was enrollment 
on the Managing Sustainable Tourism Development study programme at the 
VERN University of Applied Sciences. There I learned about the tourism industry 
and the challenges it brings with its everchanging nature. But, due to my habit of 
always seeking different points of view, I wanted to expand this knowledge and 
give it another perspective, which led to my second degree in History of Art and 
Museology and Heritage Management at the University of Zagreb. In 2015, after 
graduation and having gained experience through several student jobs, I joined 
Muses Ltd., Croatia’s first specialised boutique company for managing projects in 
culture and tourism.

I’m an active member of the Executive Board of Interpret Croatia - the Croatian 
Association for Heritage Interpretation, as well as other professional associations, 
such as the International Council of Museums (ICOM). In my pursuit of new 
experiences and active involvement in cultural interpretation at the European 
level, I have found my place in the sun at Interpret Europe.

Iva can be contacted at: iva.klaric.vujovic@interpret-europe.net.

Thank you to Dijana Pita da Costa (Slovenia) who held this office until �1 
March 2018.

Natural Heritage Coordinator – Athina Tsekoura (Greece)
I am grateful for growing up in an environment that always had nature as the 
highest value. My father made me love the mountains; my mother introduced me 
to the greenery. I never loved learning at school (I was not the only one for sure) 
but magically learned about geography, biology, astronomy, natural resources, 
renewable energy, sustainable growth, physics, chemistry, physiology, by just 
exploring nature.

IE Management
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One day, asking what my childhood friend was doing these days led me to the 
CIG seminar and the amazingly organised toolbox of interpretation! At last I 
could explain how I was working. I also found a structured way to use my tools. 
Life became more interesting and challenging! 

I believe that natural heritage is the life-giving oxygen for our body and our 
soul; neglecting it challenges our future – cultural or physical – ours and the 
generations to come. At this critical point for our planet; it is our duty to share 
our passion, our knowledge and experience to preserve and promote our natural 
heritage.

Athina can be contacted at: athina.tsekoura@interpret-europe.net. 

Thank you to Peter Phillipson (UK) who held this office until 31 March 2018.

Country Coordinator Albania – Dorina Xheraj-Subashi 
After finishing my bachelor’s degree at Bologna University, I came back to my 
home country, Albania, where I continued my study in Archaeology (Master 
of Science) and, years later, earned a PhD in Museology. During this period, 
I was employed as a lecturer of Cultural Heritage and Albanian Museology at 
Aleksander Moisiu University, where I still work and share my experiences with 
my students. I love teaching and giving students the best examples of heritage 
interpretation, not only because they need to acquire knowledge on their tourism 
studies, but because they should understand that heritage needs different skills 
applied to several contexts.

In November 2017, I initiated a cultural activity called “My Heritage-Heritage4All”, 
focused on the past heritage of everyday life and its presentation in an academic 
environment, such as a university. It was the first step where the students were 
at the core of it with their personal heritage objects, preserved in their houses for 
decades or almost a century. This initiative helped to involve people and create 
a cultural environment followed by dialogue and shared personal stories and 
memories of the objects, as well as by performed skills.

I hope to combine both academic studies and professional experiences from 
other IE members, to better contribute to interpreting heritage in academic 
curricula, freelancer guides and interpreters in Albania.

Dorina can be contacted at: dorina.xheraj-subashi@interpret-europe.net. 

Country Coordinator Macedonia – Nada Andonovska
My first encounter with alternative presentation and interpretation of heritage 
was in 1995 during the General Conference of the International Council of 
Museums (ICOM) held in Stavanger, Norway. The video of costumed characters 
telling a story to kids in a museum made a lasting impression on me. I believe 
that was the moment when I set my personal mission to persue alternative 
ways of interpreting heritage. In 1997 I presented the paper, “New Methods and 
Devices in Presentation and Interpretation of Museum Materials”, at the Annual 
Conference of the Macedonian National Committee of the International Council 
of Museums and it was published in the journal Museologica Macedonica.

In the past few years my interest slightly shifted to the field of intangible heritage, 
especially to its links with the identity of its bearers. Having wished to contribute 
to the research in this domain of heritage in a scholarly and scientific manner, I 
got enrolled at the Postgraduate Cultural Studies of the Institute of Macedonian 
Literature in Skopje. I am currently working on my master thesis, “Intangible 
Cultural Heritage in Macedonia and in International Frames”. 
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Contact with the mission of Interpret Europe brought me back on track. My 
desire for conveying the value and meaning of heritage to other people was re-
ignited after being acquainted with the interpretive approach in communicating 
it. So, the CIG and CIT courses revealed to me the ingenious methodology and 
techniques of implementing this approach. Although I might not have a chance to 
apply them in guiding of visitors, I believe I could make a difference transferring 
them by training other people. As IE Country Coordinator, I hope to successfully 
disseminate the interpretive approach to presenting cultural and natural heritage.

Nada can be contacted at: nada.andonovska@interpret-europe.net. 

Country Coordinator Slovakia – Juraj Svajda
I am assistant professor at Matej Bel University in Slovakia, where I specialise 
in teaching and research related to nature conservation and management of 
protected areas, including ecosystem services and human dimensions of natural 
resources management. 

I believe that a theoretical knowledge and previous experience in conservation of 
heritage, and also a connection between nature and culture and interpretation, 
together play an important role in society. During my research in Slovak 
protected areas, I have found that the quality of interpretation of the natural 
heritage – if it exists at all – is very weak compared to other countries. However, 
if we are unable to communicate the meaning and value of protected areas 
to visitors and to mediate scientific information to the public, we are unable to 
change their behaviour and attitudes. Typical examples are educational trails 
and the interpretation of natural disturbance – e.g. bark beetle infestations – in 
national parks.

Therefore, my main goal and motivation is to start a systematic and coordinated 
approach to better planned interpretation in Slovakia and create a network of 
people who will work on it.

Juraj can be contacted at: juraj.svajda@interpret-europe.net. 

Find more about all of our coordinators and management team at: 
http://www.interpret-europe.net/feet/home/interpret-europe/our-structure/
executive-management/ 
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IE Management Welcome to our new members

Organisation members 
Tourist Association of Ivano-Frankivsk Region, Ukraine 
  
Professional members   
Emmanouil Melas, Greece 
Geert van den Bogaert, France 
Sebastian Wacięga, Poland
Mateusz Żebrowski, Poland 
Anna Szelingowska, Poland

Individual members   
Rawan Al Rabadi, Jordan
Ane Alberdi Zulaica, Spain
Edurne Ayuso Apaolaza, Spain
Eduardo Azcona, Spain
Beata Banka, Poland
Katarzyna Barańska, Poland
Joseba Beitia Oregi, Spain
Tomáš Blaha, Czech Republic
Petra Blašković, Croatia
Jelena Bratonozic, Serbia
Christof Buchegger, Austria
Miquel Comas Moliné, Spain
Vitória Cortiana de Oliveira, Spain
Ainhoa Diez de Salazar Gutierrez,
  Spain
Evinc Dogan, Turkey
Heimo Emmerstorfer, Austria
Nikolaus Filek, Austria
Anna Flórez Raymond, Spain
Maria Fotia, Greece
Daniel Gallagher, UK
Aitziber Gartzia, Spain
Sergio Gaspar Martín, Spain
Alberto Guijarro Pérez, Spain
Jorge Gutic, UK
Joanna Hajduk, Poland
Hilde Horvei, Norway
Elisabeth Humer, Austria
Piotr Idziak, Poland
Antonia Iglesias Regueiro, Spain
Barbara Kofler, Austria
Paulina Kosztyła, Poland

Eliza Marin, Germany
Jose Marin Hernandez, Spain
Taize Matias Madilha, Spain
Dominika Mietelska-Jarecka, Poland
Wiesje Monster, Netherlands
Themis Nasopoulou, Greece
Uxue Odriozola Madinabeitia, Spain
Angel Patricio Olivares Espinosa, 
  Spain
Lorenzo Panella, Spain
Mirza Pellicciotta, Brazil
Rafael Peñafiel Ona, Spain
Maria Mercè Perez, Spain
Katherine Petrole, Greece
Anna Pikus, Poland
Jorge Prats San Román, Spain
Małgorzata Rapacz, Poland
Ariadna Ribau Cabedo, Spain
Maddi Sarasola Eizmendi, Spain
Christian Scheucher, Austria
Silvia Severio Ripke, Spain
Dimitra Sidiropoulou, Greece
Carla Silva, Portugal
Magnus Skaret, Norway
Krister Skoglund, Norway
Marija Soric, Croatia
Alice Thinschmidt, Austria
Katarzyna Trojanowska, Poland
Ander Ugarte, Spain
Hara Zabraka, Greece
Ekaitz Zubeltzu, Spain
 

We currently have no members from the following countries: Cyprus, 
Iceland, Luxembourg, Moldova, and Montenegro. 

Do you have any personal contacts in these countries who would benefit 
from being a part of IE? If so, introduce them!
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News Team Upcoming events in Europe

03-07/09/18: Conference Urban Jewish Heritage - Presence and Absence, 
Kraków (Poland)

05-08/09/18: Annual Meeting of the European Association of Archaeologists,
Barcelona (Spain)

18-21/09/18: Europarc Conference European Parks: Inspired by the Next 
Generation, Aviemore (UK)

26-28/09/18: European Heritage Association Conference, The Best in Heritage, 
including IMAGINES Projects in new technologies and multimedia, 
Dubrovnik (Croatia)

03-05/10/18: AHI conference Provoking Conversations, 
Chester (UK)

11-13/10/18: Conference Religious Heritage: Europe’s Legacy for the Future, 
Paris (France)

23-25/10/2018: Conference Critical Issues in Heritage Interpretation and 
Sustainable Tourism, Florence (Italy)

25-27/10/2018: ECTN Conference for Cultural Tourism in Europe, 
Pafos (Cyprus)

12-15/11/18: Conference on Cultural Heritage and New Technologies, 
Vienna (Austria)

15-18/11/2018: NEMO Conference Museums Out of the Box!, 
Valletta (Malta)

Upcoming events outside Europe

01-06/09/18: ACHS Conference Heritage Across Borders, 
Hangzhou (China)

https://urbanjewishheritageconference.wordpress.com/
https://www.estc-icip2018.org/
http://www.europarc.org/europarc-conferences/
http://www.europarc.org/europarc-conferences/
https://www.estc-icip2018.org/
https://www.estc-icip2018.org/
http://www.ahi.org.uk/www/events/
https://www.frh-europe.org/events/2018-paris/
https://www.estc-icip2018.org/
https://www.estc-icip2018.org/
https://www.estc-icip2018.org/
http://www.chnt.at/
https://www.estc-icip2018.org/
http://www.criticalheritagestudies.org/hangzhou-conference/
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And finally...

Thank you for your contributions. 

Sunny summertime greetings from your IE News Team: 
Marie Banks (UK) – News Coordinator
Anna Carlemalm (Sweden), Dijana Pita da Costa (Slovenia), Michael Glen (UK), 
Elena Kragulj (Spain), Abby McSherry (Ireland), Verena Perko (Slovenia), Sarah 
Wendl (Austria) and Katja Winter (Germany). 

Any news, projects, invitations, thoughts or adventures in interpretation that you 
want to share? Send a report and some photos to: news@interpret-europe.net. 
Please follow the guidelines for newsletter authors.

If you would like to contribute an idea for a book review for future issues, please 
send it to: helena.vicic@interpret-europe.net. 

Deadline for all contributions: Friday 31 August 2018.

Are you following us on social media? Please also engage with us on Facebook 
and LinkedIn. 
     

  https://www.facebook.com/interpreteurope/ 

     https://www.linkedin.com/company/1227939/ 

As a member you can also join our closed Facebook group for more regular, 
informal interpretation chat.

The articles, news items and event announcements reflect the views and opinions 
of the individual authors and do not necessarily represent those of Interpret 
Europe or other organisations.

All photos are under CC0 license or credited to the authors unless specified.

News Team

Interpret Europe
European Association for Heritage Interpretation
Am Rasen 23
D-37214 Witzenhausen

+49 (0)5542 505873
mail@interpret-europe.net
www.interpret-europe.net 

Serving all who use first-hand experiences 
to give natural and cultural heritage deeper meaning

http://www.interpret-europe.net/top/news/guidelines-for-authors.html
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